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•  Finished actions, no connection with present.
            e.g.: I worked in Lisbon four years ago.
•  With words for a finished time, like yesterday, in 1992, ago, then, when
           e.g.: I saw Mary yesterday. / My father phoned two days ago. 
•  Stories
           e.g.: A man walked into a café and sat down at a table. 
                  The waiter asked….
•  Details (time, place, etc.) of news
           e.g.: Mary had an accident. 
                  She fell off her bike when she was going to school. 

We use the Simple Past ( I worked / wrote / drove etc):
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We use the Present Perfect  I have studied/ he has worked ...

•  Thinking about past and present together
e.g.: My mother has found my glasses, so I can see again.
•  News
e.g.: The president has left for London.
•  Up to now: Things that haven´t happened; questions; ever and never.
e.g.: Mary hasn´t phoned. / Has he said anything to you?/ Have you ever been   
       there?
•  To say how long (often with since or for)
e.g.: How long have you lived here? - Since 1998. / For ten years.
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1. _________________ (you/ever/be) here?
Yes, I _________________(be) here several times. In fact it´s the fifth time I am here.
2.  This is the worst news we _________________ (hear) for years.
3. My teacher _________________ (have) a black Ford for as long as I have known her.
4. I _________________(not see) Mary since she _________________(be) ill. 
I wish I _________________ (can) do something for her.
5. Some students , who _________________(belong) to the band two years ago, are no 
longer at school.
6. I _________________(already see) that film but I can´t remember when I 
_________________ (see) it.
7. Nobody _________________ (meet) the boss yet. He _________________(arrive) 
late for work this morning.
8. Doctor Smith _________________(operate) a lot at this hospital for the last five years, 
but when her baby _________________(be) born she _________________ (have)  to 
slow down.
9. Ruth _________________(not go) out with Tommy since she _________________ 
(meet) Mark.
10. We _________________ (not write) the composition yet because the topic is very 
difficult and we must do some research. 

Complete the sentences. Use either Simple Past or the Present Perfect. 
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1. _________________ (you/ever/be) here?
Yes, I _________________(be) here several times. In fact it´s the fifth time I am here.
2.  This is the worst news we _________________ (hear) for years.
3. My teacher _________________ (have) a black Ford for as long as I have known her.
4. I _________________(not see) Mary since she _________________(be) ill. I wish I 
_________________ (can) do something for her.
5. Some students , who _________________(belong) to the band two years ago, are no 
longer at school.
6. I _________________(already see) that film but I can´t remember when I 
_________________ (see) it.
7. Nobody _________________ (meet) the boss yet. He _________________(arrive) 
late for work this morning.
8. Doctor Smith _________________(operate) a lot at this hospital for the last five years, 
but when her baby _________________(be) born she _________________ (have)  to 
slow down.
9. Ruth _________________(not go) out with Tommy since she _________________ 
(meet) Mark.
10. We _________________ (not write) the composition yet because the topic is very 
difficult and we must do some research. 

Have you ever
have been

´ve heard
has had

haven´t seen was
could

belonged

have already seen

has met arrived

operated
was  had

hasn´t gone met
haven´t written

could

key
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Complete the sentences with for and since and the Present Perfect of 
the verbs in brackets. 

1 We __________ (not/watch) TV ____ tree days. 
2 Mark __________ ( not/ eat) anything __________ this morning. 
3 Mary __________ (study) French __________ five years. 
4 My father (not/smoke) a cigarette __________ 2004. 
5 Susan __________(be) ill in bed __________ last Monday. 

HOMEWORK
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KEY

1 We __________ (not/watch) TV ____ tree days. 
2 Mark __________ ( not/ eat) anything __________ this morning. 
3 Mary __________ (study) French __________ five years. 
4 My father (not/smoke) a cigarette __________ 2004. 
5 Susan __________(be) ill in bed __________ last Monday. 

haven´t watched
hasn´t eaten

hasn´t studied

hasn´t been

for

since
for

since

since
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Obrazový materiál použit z galerie SMART NOTEBOOK
 dne 4. 1. 2013
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